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Abstract- In this paper, a real-time automobile tracking system via Google Earth is presented. Accident detection and rescue process 

using IOT and cloud system and using different type of sensor such as temperature, gas and vibration sensor with  included two 

main components: a transmitting embedded module to interface in-vehicle IOT devices in order determine and Send automobile 

location and status information via SMS and data store in cloud web page. The second stationary module is a receiving module to 

collect and process the transmitted information to a compatible format with Google Earth to remotely monitor the automobile 

location and status online. The transmit location of the vehicle has been filtered using Kalman filter to achieve accurate tracking. The 

2DRMS accuracy of estimated vehicle coordinates has been enhanced. The accuracy of filtered coordinates was less than 15 meters 

compared to about 43 meters for transmitted co-ordinates received by in vehicle GPS module. Panic switch use to control the sending 

information.  

1. I. INTRODUCTION 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a computer network consisting of spatially distributed 

autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as 

temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at different locations. The development of 

wireless sensor networks was originally motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance. 

However, wireless sensor networks are now used in many civilian application areas, including environment 

and habitat monitoring, healthcare applications, home automation, and traffic control.  

In addition to one or more sensors, each node in a sensor network is typically equipped with a 

radiotransceiver or other wireless communications device, a small microcontroller, and an energy source, 

usually a battery. The size a single sensor node can vary from shoebox-sized nodes down to devices the size 

of grain of dust. The cost of sensor nodes is similarly variable, ranging from hundreds of dollars to a few 

cents, depending on the size of the sensor network and the complexity required of individual sensor nodes. 

Size and cost constraints on sensor nodes result in corresponding constraints on resources such as energy, 

memory, computational speed and bandwidth. In computer science, wireless sensor networks are an active 

research area with numerous workshops and conferences arranged each year. 
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2. II.BLOCKDIAGRAM 

 

 

3. III.WORKING PRINCIPLE 

integrated system for emergency rescue services in the event of road accidents system. The project focuses 

on building an infrastructure which vehicle safety authorities can enhance the crash reports post-crash 

analysis, record of the event and reduces the time to arrive at the crash location using different type sensor 

and iot module with  cloud page storage In the event of an accident it is reported to the police or a hospital 

by the locals in the area if they have discovered the wreckage or the incident happened on sight. Usually the 

caller is uncertain of the injuries and according to a research in delay of ambulance to crash location reveals 

that even with emergency services in place it can take up to 5 minutes or more in the developed countries for 

an ambulance to arrive 

 

IV. TECHNIQUES. 

 

• Panic switch use to control the sending information. 

• The information sent from one vehicle to another network station. 

• The information has been sent to nearby base station or police station or hospital or home. 

• Radiation jammer use to control the incoming calls when driving 
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4. V.CONCLUSION 

Overall such devices and systems can be the changing factor in road safety. Life is priceless and we should 

be doing whatever possible to make roads safer. WHO has already predicted 1.9 million casualties by the 

year 2020. Bangladeshis especially at risk as the country is being reformed by building more bridges, roads 

and better transportation net works and new areas emerges to develop. Gradually with assistance from both 

the vehicle owners and the Government assisting in deployment of such devices in vehicles, we can reduce 

the impact from the ever so concerning issue of road accidents. In addition it will help save lives, aid in better 

data collection and build an infrastructure solution using Emergency Crash Reporting Software to support 

the rescue services of the country. 

5. VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

After install the SDMS program and set up SDMS equipment with the saline bag, the performance of 

communication devices are evaluated. The communication devices are Xbee series-2 wireless modules. 

Their maximum distance (from datasheet) between transmitter (patient part) and receiver (nurse part) are 

100 meters. When the SDMS had been tested in one set, we founded that both Xbee can receive all data 

without any missing data. The transmission efficiency of Xbee series-2 obtained from the patient’s beds 

measurement. Note that we test 20 samples per one patient part at a time.  

 

From the experiment, we found that the transmission efficiency of Xbee which we operate together 

of patient’s bed is better but the transmission efficiency of the other patient’s beds are varied. Because the 

Zigbee series-2 is allow the mesh communication. In this case, the Zigbee will resend the data until the 

receiver module can receive the data. Therefore, the distance between the furthest patient’s beds is no effect 

to the transmission efficiency for the Xbee series-2 with mesh network communication. Hence, the distance 

of the transmission has no effect to the accuracy of SDMS. However, the error of a single patient part may 

affect too many patient parts due to their mesh network protocol. 
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